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WELCOME.
GREEN EFFICIENT LIVING
Green Efficient Living was established in 2013 with the vision
to create a company that can provide high quality work and
services.
Brothers Mitch and Kody Toeroek identified a need in the
industry for a business that can provide a high level of service
that is second-to-none without the need to dramatically inflate
their prices, use budget products, compromise their values or
use contractors to complete their services.
Through strategic office practices, stable and continuous
relationships with manufacturers, a successful business model
and a team that strives to work hard for each other, Green
Efficient Living has successfully proven that it is possible
for a company to provide an elite standard of service at an
affordable price.
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OUR BUSINESS.
Green Efficient Living is a young, vibrant company with an aspiration
to revolutionise the way that South Australian residents and businesses
utilise their energy.
Our knowledgable and experienced team are driven by the desire to
provide our customers with products and services that significantly
reduce their energy bills and their impact on the environment.
We work hard for one another and always endeavour to carry out a high
standard of work.
With over 20 years experience, we pride ourselves on our knowledge
and expertise, but we always aim to keep learning and developing by
utilising the latest technology and innovation.

OUR MISSION
To reduce our clients’ energy bills by
providing high quality products and a
transparent and honest service.

OUR VISION
To revolutionise the way that South
Australian homes and businesses utilise
their energy.

OUR GUARANTEE
We will not sell you an inferior product
just to get your business. The products
that we offer to you are those that we
have installed in our own homes and
business. This is our guarantee to
providing quality goods, service and
workmanship.
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MITCH TOEROEK
Director/Air Conditioning
Mitch is a qualified refrigeration mechanic who is
passionate about designing and installing systems
for both residential and commercial dwellings.
He is continuously seeking new products and
systems that ensure value for money whilst also
maintaining aesthetics and sustainability for the
future.

KODY TOEROEK
Director/Solar & Electrical
Kody is a qualified electrician and a Clean Energy
Regulator solar inspector. He has an open
registration data license and has completed a
solar grid and off-grid connection design and
installation course.

OUR TEAM.
Green Efficient Living technicians are all in house and employed by
us. We do not contract other companies to complete our work and
therefore have the ultimate control over our products, services and
results. Our technicians are all fully compliant with all current regulations
and understand the standard of work that we expect from them.
Having a team of 20+ technicians means that we can provide a seamless
installation without the need for a third party installer. Communication is
simple and our services are more affordable meaning nothing gets lost
in translation and the whole process is made easier. When you choose
GEL, you work with GEL.

He is passionate about energy management and
is always looking to improve the way that houses
and businesses utilise their energy more efficiently.

ADAM BALDWIN
Service & Installation Manager
Adam is a qualified refrigeration mechanic with 12
years of on-site experience. His knowledge and
professionalism have earned him a management
role within our company. No longer a Senior
Technician, Adam now works as our Service and
Installation Manager, directing our installations and
technicians, and liaising with clients from both
within the office and on site.

We use an advanced cloudbased software that allows
us to maintain consistent
communication with
our staff and clients. We
complete all facets of our
work through this software
from intricately designing,
quoting and invoicing jobs in
the office, to our tradesmen
documenting and auditing
stage processes on site. We
also send out SMS alerts and
job status updates to all of
our clients and customers to
inform them of exactly what
stage of the process we are
at, keeping them completely
up-to-date.
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HOW WE GET IT
RIGHT.
Our design and quoting program allows
us to obtain the most accurate system for
the home or office layout provided. It has
enabled us to speed up the process and
return quotes as quickly as possible, while
almost completely minimising human error.
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TECHNOLOGICALLY DESIGNED
We use the latest in computer design software to ensure that your system is designed to
the highest possible standards. We have found that implementing this software significantly
minimises any human error that may occur throughout the process.
The software also allows us to demonstrate an exact replica of the finished product. By
using the layout and exact measurements of the rooms, we can design a system that
minimises extra costs and wasted products.
Because of this, our team are completely prepared when we arrive on site, our labour
and product costs are minimised, and the system has been designed to fit seamlessly
and comfortably into the space provided.
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INTERNAL
Green Efficient Living technicians are all
in-house and employed by us. We do not
utilise contracted companies to complete our
work for us and therefore have complete
control over the end result.
Our technicians are fully compliant with all
regulations and understand the standard
of work that is expected. As we know our
installers better than anybody, you can be
guaranteed to get the best man for the job.
We currently have 20+ technicians on the
road each day so you can be sure that no
matter where or when you need us, we are
available.
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WHY CHOOSE GEL?
EFFICIENT
All of our business processes have allowed us to maintain an efficient service from
start to finish.
By utilising online systems we can send you quotes, invoices and system designs
immediately and accurately. This minimises delay from the start and helps to maintain
an easy build throughout.
We work efficiently and collaboratively with all other trades to make sure the build
progresses as quickly and easily as possible, and minimises the time that you need
to be on site.

By employing our own installers, we are able
to keep our costs lower than our competitors,
while ensuring that our end results are of a
higher standard.

CREDIBLE
All of our tasks are audited, from the smallest of service calls, right up to the
largest of commercial installations. It is compulsory that our technicians complete
these job audits at every stage of the process to ensure that the entire job has
been completed to the highest standard possible.
We also make sure that our tradespeople document every stage of the process
with task notes and photographs. This adds extra credibility to our installations
and provides a visual aid when referencing any insurance/warranty issues that
the system might have. It also keeps our tradesmen accountable and honest with
every system they install.
As a builder, this provides you with proof of how the system existed both before
and after our installation. These photographs also ensure that our industry-leading
standards are met and exceeded and that there is proof of every stage of our
work being completed.
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QUOTATION REQUEST RECEIVED.
We receive your quotation request containing details such as the site name,
number, address, and any specific site requests. Once we enter this into our
system, you will receive an email notifying you that your quotation request has
been received.

QUOTATION TAILORED TO SPECIFIC SITE.
From here, we design tailored quotes for each individual, ensuring that the system
recommended is as energy efficient and cost effective as possible. The quotation
is then forwarded to yourself as the client and we then await approval or any
ammendments required. Quotation is then approved.

OUR
PROCESS.
Green Efficient Living have worked hard to create business processes that have
allowed us to maintain an efficient process from start to finish.
When the first contact is made, we make it our top priority to make sure that the
process is as seamless and easy as possible for you at your end.
We maintain consistent communication throughout the whole installation, so you
never have to question how it is progressing.

Efficient isn’t just our middle name, but one of our company values as well.

WORK COMMENCES.
With dates specified by yourself, we work within your schedule, ensuring that all
building deadlines are met. First fixes are completed on time and partial invoices
are then forwarded.

EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE.
Consistent communication is maintained throughout the entire process ensuring
that you are kept up-to-date with our progress. This minimises required site visits
by your supervisors.

INVOICE SENT.
All work is completed by the date specified. All systems are commissioned and
put through our rigorous test cycle before leaving site and all final invoices are
sent.

OUR SERVICES.
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AIR
CONDITIONING.
DESIGN
INSTALLATION
MAINTENANCE
Our ongoing and professional development gives us
a thorough understanding of continuously changing
environments and system designs and allows us to
be one step ahead of our competitors.
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We use the latest in computer design software to
ensure that the system is designed to be as efficient
as possible.
Our business processes not only allow us to
complete residential installations to the highest
quality, but commercial as well.
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SOLAR.

DESIGN
INSTALLATION
MAINTENANCE
Our solar design and installation team is directed by one of South Australia’s
most knowledgable and professional installers. Kody Toeroek is a government
inspector who routinely performs inspections on systems throughout all of
South Australia. You can be assured that with his eye for detail and quality
control, all installations under his management are of the highest quality and
standard.
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ELECTRICAL.
DESIGN
INSTALLATION
MAINTENANCE AND SAFETY
As a young team, we are always excited to push the
boundaries of what your modern electrical components
can do. We have aligned ourselves with businesses
whose values are the same as ours and our dedication to
safety and quality means that every job is performed to the
highest standard. At Green Efficient Living, we employ our
own electricians so that we can complete refrigeration and
solar installations without the need for contractors.
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While most companies utilise outside electricians to finish
their installations, GEL are there from start to finish.
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For all Marketing and Communications
enquiries, please contact:
Airlie Rehmann
0428 496 849
airlie@greenefficientliving.com.au
GEL Pty. Ltd.
Arctick Au. Lic. 22359
ABN 25163976305
CEC. A781919
Bld. Lic. 254623
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